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tionalfacilities and is working with

Professor Eisenberg, Dean Caminker open
speaks about the changes in legal education
and how Michigan must respond to those
changes. He cites specifically what the new
build~ng'sdesign wijl allow. can you elaborate on
this need?
Professor Eisenberg: I think legal
education has changed tremendously over
the last 2 5 to 30 years, since the time I
went to law school. Students are much
more involved in much more of a variety
of learning experiences, hands-on learning,
clinical education, and seminars. There are
more seminars. There are more workshops.
There are more activities going on in the
buildings of different sorts. It's much less
professor-centric. There's much more active
learning going on and it calls for different
kinds of spaces. And we have beautiful spaces
of the old fashioned variety, where the
professor is very much the central authority
figure in the front of the room. But we have
much more poorly adapted spaces for these
newer kinds of learning.

architect Renzo Piano to r g e c t the

A number of programs are new to legal

historical heritage rrrhile simultane-

education since the Quadrangle was completed.
How did the building committee think about
these changes in the design of the new
building?
Eisenberg:As \ire become more pressed
for space, important functions have had to
be scattered outside the Law Quad, and that
creates a real loss of e n e r a . . . .What we
want to do is have a centralized Law Quad
where everything happens, where people can
come in the morning and stay all day, and
leave at the end of the day. That's the way the

FOR THE

UNIVERSITY

-

LAW SCHOOL
The Law Quadrangle, the gift o f
graduate Ti'illiam JI: Cook, was built
i n the 1930s. O n b triJorenorrations
hare been made to the Quadrangle
since that time: the underground
Allan E and ,4lene Smith Libray
addition and thefour stories

of

l i b r a y stacks. It norrrhas become
necessay to add additional space
to accommodate people and their
actirrities in a rrfalrthat the original
buildings cannot. To that end, the
Larv School is planning for addi-

o u s ! ~embracing current and future
needs. Plannin g for the newfacilities
has been centered in the Law School's
Building Committee, chaired

4,

Rebecca S. Eisenberg, the Robert and
Barbara Luciano Pr<fessor ofLau:
In thefollorr~ing interview: Eisenberg
discusse~the needfor a new building
and considerations that go into
planning for it.

-

-

buildings have been working for the faculty
for many years, and I think that with better
student space and with better classrooms
that meet our current needs, inside the
Quad we'll have that kind of energy and
concentration and sense of community for
thc students as well.
4
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Can you tell us about the process you used in
working with the Renzo Piano Workshop on the
design for the new building?
Eisenberg:The design solves many problems
that were poorly understood at the
beginning of the process. One of the great
pleasures of working with Renzo Piano is
that he designs his buildings from the inside
out. He begins with trying to understand the
functions that the buildings perform for us
currently, what functions they perform well,
what functions they perform badly, and we
came to an improved understanding of who
we are and what our needs are.
Can you give us some specific examples of
something that evolved from this work?
Eisenberg:As legal education has come to
embrace more different kinds of functions,
the Law School needs to be more open to
the outside ~ r o r l dWe
. have conferences that
bring in outside speakcrs and attendees, we
have clinics that bring in clients and outside
attorneys, and we need to be more accessible to these people outside our internal
community. The current buildings are very
difficult for outsidcrs to navigate. Thc new
building will have a central entrance that will
be apparent to all. It will bc clcar how one
space relates to another space. Peoplc will
know where they comc from and where thcy
necd to go. Through the orientation of the
l>uildings,it is going to be an important way
of opening up the Law School community to
a broader world.
Another thing that the expansion will
do is providc a lively, vibrant central spacc,
whcrc pcople mcct cach othcr, wherc
people arc passing through as thcy go from
one wing to another, as they go class to class,

Building Committee's
teaching experience runs deep

E

xpertise in legal education runs
deep among the members of the
Law School's Building Committee,
which includes eight experienced

happen* without having to make
special plans to meet somebody at Starbucks.
I think this is going to be really important
for us.
Also, of course, it addresses many of our
space needs. We are so compressed in our
current space. We have so many needs for
more classrooms, more offices, improved
student space, space for students to study
inside the Quad rather than having to leave
during the day to go and study. I think that
will really improve the energy and sense of
community in the place.
What research did the building committee
conduct in prepamtion fir these discussions
with Renzo Piano?
Eisenberg:We visited other law schools
as part of our process of designing these
buildings and to get a sense of what our
peer institutions are doing. And I think it
surprised us greatly, because we love our
buildings so much, to realize how they stand
in comparison in certain important dimensions, particularly in how people -faculty,
students, and visitors -experience the
buildings. One of the things that many of the
law schools have that we don't have is much
better student spaces that are convivial, that
provide spaces for students to study, to meet
each other, to have their lunch, to meet in
groups. Students like to study in groups. And
as we looked at spaces that other schools
had, we realized that we have fallen behind.
So, this is a really significant pmjett fir the
School?
Eisenberg:I think this is going to be a
transformative project for the Law School
that will connect the past and the future ,and
will allow us to be competitive for the best

'
students, that will allow us to keep up
with changes in technology, and to keep
up with changes in the character of
legal education.
I'm sure the committee addressed the
need to preserve the beauty of the
Quadmngle. How do you balance the
beauty of the buildings with the need fbr
more functionality?
Eisenberg:One of the things we
realized when we began the process
of working with Renzo Piano is that
the buildings that we love so much and
find so beautiful no longer function as
well for us as they did in the past. Our
needs have evolved. We need different
sorts of buildings. And one of the
things that is beautiful about this new
project is that Renzo has started with
function and with understanding what
these buildings need to do for us, all
the while respecting the beauty of the
current buildings. And the new design
is going to enhance the beauty of the
buildings and make them work better
for us. So we are going to love them all
the more.
Another very exciting part of this
project, to those of us who love the
Law Quad, is that this completes the
Quad. We have had a city block that
in one corner has only been occupied
by an underground library, which is a
beautiful library on the inside. But to
the outside world we are "missing" a
corner of our Quad. And one of the
really brilliant aspects of this design is
that it completes the Cook Quadrangle.

faculty members among its 16
members. Two of these faculty members
also earned their J.D. degrees at the Law
School, so their insights and perspectives on legal education come first-hand
from both sides of the podium.
Together, these Building Committee
members bring more than 100 years of
teaching experience to their work to
assay how legal education has changed since
current Law School facilities were built in
the 1930s and 1980s, and how future facilities can continue to meet the dynamic needs
of legal education well into the 2 1st century.
The views that Chair Rebecca Eisenberg,
the Robert and Barbara Luciano Professor
of Law, expresses in the accompanying
interview have been forged through many
Building Committee meetings over the past
few years and countless informal discussions
among members and others. Other faculty
members on the committee are:
Assistant Professor Michael S. Barr
Professor of Law and Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs Steven P. Croley
Henry M. Butzel Professor of Law Thomas
E . Kauper, '60
Law Library Director and Adjunct
Professor Margaret Leary
Clinical Professor of Law Rochelle E.
Lento, Director of the Law School's
Detroit-based Legal Assistance for Urban
Communities Clinic.
Harry Burns Hutchins Professor of Law
Joseph Vining
Francis A. Allen Collegiate Professor of
Law Christina B. Whitman, '75
Other members of the committee include
financial and facilities experts, University of
Michigan representatives, and law students.
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